HOLIDAY TRADITIONS AND GREETINGS
as shared by Reggie Musolf, GNBA League member

This Easter and Passover our hearts and prayers are with the devastated people of
Ukraine. Many of us have donated towards relief efforts, but we are still left with a
feeling of helplessness and a desire to do
more.
As a gesture of love and support for the
Ukrainian people, this holiday greeting
features one of Ukraine’s most famous
Easter traditions.
It is their intricately
decorated Easter eggs known as
“PYSANKA/PYSANKY”.
(Credit: Luba Petrusha)

Ukrainians have been elaborately decorating these folk-art eggs, creating these
miniature jewels, for countless generations. Pysanka are given to friends and loved
ones to represent the gift of life, and are usually decorated to match the personality
of the receiver.
Pysanky are truly a work of art, and you
might even say they belong in a museum,
which makes it convenient that there is
actually a museum devoted to them! The
PYSANKA MUSEUM, built in 2000, is in the
western Ukrainian city of Kolomyia. The
central part of the museum is in the shape
of a pysanka, and parts of the exterior and
inside dome are painted to resemble a
pysanka. This is the only museum in the
world dedicated to the pysanka, and it has
become a calling card of the city.

(Credit:AMartiniouk)

In August 2007, the museum was recognized as a landmark of modern Ukraine. It
possesses a collection of over 10,000 pysanky. There is a special collection of
pysanky decorated with hand-signatures by all Ukrainian presidents and most First
Ladies, and by foreign politicians who visited the museum.

As many have gathered this week for Passover to honor the liberation of the Jewish
people who led persecution centuries ago, and many others gather to celebrate
Easter, those leeing violence and persecution in our world today remain on our
minds and in our hearts. We pray for all people leeing Ukraine, Afghanistan, Syria,
Yemen, Somalia, Myanmar, and all those seeking asylum in places of peace.
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May we work as one, for the
liberation of all.
LOVE AND PEACE

